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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • MAY 2014
The 70th anniversary of D-Day will soon be upon us; for our Veteran Members who flew on and
around that historic occasion, I’m sure the memories are still vivid. It was the beginning of the
end for the ‘Thousand Year Reich,’ but it
was not yet over; many more lives would
be lost and more wounds sustained as our
fighting men continued in their duties.
Peter Jenner has collected, during his
Hartford Bridge/Blackbushe documenting,
quite a number of recollections on varied
aspects of WWII and assembled many into
the interesting D-Day centred collection
following this page. Thank-you Peter.
I’m pleased we’ve been given permission
to reprint the story from ‘Warbirds International’ on the restoration to flying status of the A-20
owned by Rod Lewis (Lewis Air Legends of San Antonio, Texas). There is a dearth of examples
of that very versatile aircraft and an even greater shortage of flying examples; when this one is
complete it will be the ONLY one. We’re keeping our fingers crossed that the RAF Museum’s
A-20 soon makes the trip from its Australian restoration team; even though it won’t be
airworthy, its certain to be praiseworthy.
Since Leonard Clifford’s passing, the UK Association is still without a Chairman, a vacancy that
may continue until their General Meeting in September. We’ll be sure to keep everyone apprised
of any changes.
I take this opportunity to thank those members (Angelique Berg, Jessie Snow and Shirley
Martin) who have contributed funds in addition to their memberships; those ‘gifts’ are valuable
in improving our newsletter and research. If you haven’t yet renewed your membership for 2014,
please do it now.
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DAWN OF D-DAY
Extracts from ‘Dawn of D-Day’ by David Howarth (Chivers Press)
Assembled by Peter Jenner

All over the south of England, on the night of 5th of June, people awoke, or else, if they were
going late to bad, stopped what they were doing and went outside to listen. Those who had lived
there for the past four years were used to noisy nights. The noise at night had changed through
the years, from the distinctive beat of German bombers and the din of air raids, to the sound of
British bombers outward bound at dusk and homeward bound at dawn.
But people who heard the noise on the 5th of June remember it as different from anything that
had ever been heard before. Life in war had made them adept at guessing what was happening
from what they could hear, and as they listened that night, with increasing excitement and pride,
they knew that by far the greatest fleet of aircraft they had ever heard – and therefore the greatest
fleet that anyone had ever heard – was passing overhead from north to south.
When the Americans had suddenly disappeared, the villages seemed very strange without them.
On the evening of the 5th, when Eisenhower was at the airfield, the bar at the Chilton Foliat a
couple of miles away was a desolate place. Nobody was in except for the local regulars sitting
over their mild and bitter. The bottled ale and strictly rationed whiskey, which had usually all
gone by nine o’clock, were left on the shelves that night. The landlord and the regulars, in
desultory conversation, wondered
where the Americans had gone, and
agreed that they rather missed the
noise and hustle, and reflected how
dead the place would have been all
winter if they had never been there.
At closing time, with these thoughts
still in his mind, the landlord locked
up the bar, washed up the few
glasses, and then went out to shut
up his chickens; and it was while he
was out there in the meadow behind
the pub that the airfield came to
life. The aircraft came up over the
elms in the park where the Out there in the meadow behind the pub the airfield came to life.
Photo: IWM CL 26
American camp stood empty now
and silent; in twos, in dozens, in scores, they circled overhead and took up formation, and others
came over from further north in hundreds. Standing there in awe, he said to his wife to come and
listen. “This is it” he said.
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Villagers with the military immigrants; American, British and others, knew the secret and had
known it for months, but Londoners in general had known less of what was going on than
country people. Out in the countryside, there was hardly a village without its own local airfield
or camp or dump of equipment in which the people had taken a personal interest and pride; but in
London, none of the preparations could be seen, except down the river where some of the
colossal concrete sections of two artificial harbours had been built; the harbours which were to
be towed across the channel and put together on the coast of France within a few days of the
landing. In villages, there were still some things that people could gossip about, because there
were things which everyone in the
village had seen; but in London
security was such an ingrained habit
by then that even people who had seen
some clue to the invasion told nobody
else about it. Invasion was in
everybody’s mind, but was seldom
discussed at all.
It was not until nearly dawn that the
aircraft began to cross London. Then
they flew over the city without a
single pause for two and a half hours.
Nothing like this had happened
before; The fleets of aircraft which
had been bombing Germany had They flew over the city without a single pause for two and a half
Photo: IWM CL2242
normally kept clear of London so that hours.
its defences were not confused. Some people woken by the noise thought at first, half asleep,
That they must have missed hearing the siren; but when they woke more, and remembered that
the days were passed when Germany could send such fleets of aircraft over, and realised that
London was hearing for the very first time a bomber fleet without an air raid warning.

D-DAY RECOLLECTIONS
PETER JENNER • PILOT • ROYAL NAVY
To clarify my un-heroic part in D-Day, the gasometer sized fuel tanks in
Gosport were guarded day and night by potential Navy pilots, each of whom
had a rifle plus five rounds and a bucket of sand – one assumes that the German
paras would have died laughing – we also swept the drill shed before breakfast
on June 6th, ready to receive walking wounded. The sweeping drill was a parade
ground formation (almost relevant) procedure.
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VERA LYNN
Forces Sweetheart Vera Lynn was homeward bound and
exhausted after a gruelling tour of Burma and the Middle
East when her plane touched down at Jerba, Tunisia for a
night stop over. “We had been told, just before we landed,
that there was a whisper that something was afoot. I was
therefore hoping that there wasn’t anything going on that
would stop me from getting back. We freshened ourselves up
and then went into this little tent where there was just a
handful of officers. We said ‘right, let’s turn the radio on.’
There was this little wireless in the corner. And that’s when
the news came over that the boys had started and the
operation had begun. We all gave a little toast in that tent,
and we said we hoped that this was the beginning of the end.”

LEN FISHER • FITTER
Our sleep was rudely broken one night when
Chiefie roused us from our slumbers a couple
of hours before reveille. “What’s up?” we
enquired; there had been no air raid warning.
“Yours not to reason why, etc...just get down
to dispersal, two-six!” When we were all
assembled, his first words: “The invasion has
started” were drowned and the deafening roar
from the erks caused him to pause, then he
continued. Not a single aircraft was to leave
the deck until it was sporting black and white
stripes. Any plane not bearing the same would
be shot down. The Corporal riggers now took D-Day stripes being hastily applied to a 411 Sqn RCAF
over and despatched a couple of bods on a Spitfire. Note the absence of such niceties as masking tape.
photo: spitfiresite.com
David Brown tractor to the stores to return in a
short time with black and white dope and a large box of three-inch paint brushes. The Corporal
marked the areas to be painted with chalked stripes (rear fuselage, top and bottom wing surfaces)
and budding Picassos of all trades swarmed all over the kites. We were finished well before
breakfast period. After breakfast we resumed normal trade duties, everyone in jubilant mood.

GINGER WALKER RAF • WAG • 107/88
One sunny summer morning in 1943 we reported to the Flights as usual after breakfast and were
met by our Flight Commander with two civilian Boffins to whom we were introduced and asked
to cooperate with them to carry out some trials on the varied use of our aircraft.
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Cylindrical canisters were fitted into the bomb bays and holes were cut in the bomb doors to
allow for the funnels protruding from the canisters to project through and down below the bomb
doors. We were then briefed to fly to a
grid point on our map out over the sea; the
Navigator was instructed to press the
bomb release button at an appropriate time
and we were all asked to observe and
report on the ensuing results; without any
further explanation. We proceeded to
carry out our instructions and when the
bomb release button was pressed the seals
on the canisters in the bomb bay were
perforated and the liquid flowed from the
canisters down the funnels and into the
atmosphere; upon contact with air the
liquid turned to thick white smoke in a
An armourer checks the dorsal machine guns of Douglas A-20
billowing cloud trailing down and behind
Boston Mk IIIA (RH-L) ser BZ292/42-33047 of 88 Sqn while two
the aircraft. Unfortunately, in my position
others replenish the smoke cylinders between smoke-laying
sorties along the Normandy coast. This a/c survived the war, was
as Wireless Operator/Air Gunner in the
photo: IWM CL3952
struck off charge 02 Jun 47.
mid-upper area, I was almost overcome by
the smoke penetrating back down the fuselage due to the seepage of the liquid from the canisters
in the bomb bay.
Upon our safe return to base, I reported that dense smoke had penetrated to the rear position on
the aircraft and caused me considerable distress and difficulty in breathing. After some
consultation between themselves, the Boffins decided that for further trials the WAG would be
excluded so the fault could be remedied without putting them in further jeopardy, as the smoke
was dangerous. Several more trials were performed with only the Pilot and Navigator onboard;
then, without notice to us, the two Boffins left and we were none the wiser to the purpose of the
trials, nor that we would be contributing to wartime flying history.

DAL HINES RCAF • WAG • 226
Dal had completed conversion to Mitchells in May, 1944 and recalled: “We were ready; and
ready to go. On June 5th, 1944 we came down from Finmere to Camberly by train, thence by
truck to Hartford Bridge, arriving after dark. As we went through the routine it was readily
evident that something was up, as there was a standing order confining all hands to camp.
Needless to say, speculation was rampant throughout the evening and through the night. As it
turned out, we were living through the evening of D-Day; the invasion of Europe. The crews
were being readied to commence operational missions in their newly-painted aircraft which,
during the night, had large white stripes painted around the body and wings. As keen as were to
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go that very day, it was not to be, as we had to perform a couple of familiarization flights to get
to know the countryside.”

JACK PARKER RAF • O • 226
Jack was a navigator on a ‘C’ Flight ‘Black’ Mitchell of 226 Squadron and was on a few days
leave when he received the dreaded ‘Return to unit immediately’ telegram. “The next day saw
us, in the afternoon of June 5th, actually doing air-to-sea firing off the Isle of Wight, of all places.
Obviously there had been a slip-up
somewhere, for it was just after
young George [Kozoriz] called
‘Jeez, look at all those ships out
there’ that we had a very panicstricken ‘Recall to Base’ signal.
George was of course referring to
the assembled invasion fleet. His
remark may have been broadcast,
for the intercom was such that,
unless one pressed the ‘mute’
button, all conversation went out
L-R: Jack Parker RAF (Observer), George Kozoriz RCAF (Air Gunner),
on air.”
Gordon ‘Sut’ Suttie RAAF (Pilot), André Bernhiem Free French (Signals
Jack, George and their crew had an Operator), Cecil Roy RNZAF (Wireless Operator/Air Gunner)
George Kozoriz photo
eventful twenty-four hours that day.
That night they flew a long cross-country navigation check in claggy weather. “We were in and
out of solid cotton wool cloud. No Gee; that had picked it in very early on, so we had to rely on
the flight plan. We got no messages, no response to our transmissions. We were now heading in
the general direction of Basingstoke, and I felt we were sufficiently clear of the hills to start out
let-down. I informed Sut [Gord Suttie] accordingly, so down we went through the clag. As the
altimeter unwound, I recalled the old joke about ‘If the altimeter’s correct, we’re a ruddy
submarine’ and, as it went of the scale at zero, I prepared for one big bang and oblivion – I had a
ringside seat in the nose of the Mitchell. But just then the cloud mercifully broke and there,
below perhaps 200 feet, perhaps more, was a broad winding river meandering through a built-up
area. It couldn’t be the Rhine or the Seine, but...OK, SUT, TWO-TWO-SIX-ZERO MAGNETIC
SHARPISH!!
I think Sut put our port wing into the Thames somewhere east of Putney Bridge. We whipped
around in a split-arse turn (in the jargon of the day) and headed in the general direction of
Hartford Bridge. Continuing our previous heading might have led us to an even greater antisocial accident costing more than a quid to clear up, as we were heading for Big Ben and the
Houses of Parliament. Ten minutes later we were in Hartford circuit followed by landing, post
flight checks, debriefing, operational eggs and bacon’ and then heard about the invasion.
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A-20 ‘HAVOC’ TO THE SKY
Michael O’Leary • Warbirds International Magazine
Reprinted with permission

Today, historians still debate the effects of the Second World War upon the social fabric of
America. Prior to Hitler’s rise to power in Germany, the United States was in the deadly grip of
as world-wide depression. A large percentage of the population was out of work and, to the more
pessimistic politicians of the period, there seemed nowhere to go but down. European nations
were, for the most part, ill-prepared for the massive Nazi military build-up. Unable to produce
the quantity and quality of weapons and associated equipment needed to counter a possible threat
of European war, many of these nations turned to the United States. These massive pre-war
orders began to turn the American economy around; across the country industry began hiring and
expanding to meet the demands of the new contracts. At the start of WWII in September 1939,
orders increased a huge amount and America went from bust to boom in a new industrial age that
gained the nation the title ‘Arsenal of Democracy.’
In a few short years America became the world’s leading industrial power. Although the end of
the war meant cancellation of the majority of military contracts, a new economy emerged with
consumers
becoming
the
guiding force of the post-war
years. The huge increase in
business
meant
that
industrialists were now in need
of fast, efficient transportation.
Sure there was a network of
railroads and the airlines were
giving reliable service with the
venerable DC-3, but new
business meant the need for
travel on demand.

Aero Trader craftsmen have inspected every inch of the Havoc’s structure,

Thus was born the first inside and out, to ensure the airframe is free from corrosion. Any areas found
generation
of
‘Executive with corrosion have been repaired or replaced.
aircraft.’ Trouble was aircraft builders were not constructing such specialized machines so
businesses turned their eyes to the vast Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) airfields filled
with tens of thousands of surplus military aircraft. Although not an ideal solution, many of these
planes could be converted quickly and relatively inexpensively into required mounts for a new
generation of executive. There were Dragons, Marauders, Flying Fortresses, Mitchells, Invaders
and Havocs all waiting for buyers.
“The Douglas A-20 was sort of an interesting choice for a business aircraft,” states Aero Trader’s
Carl Scholl. “It is a single-pilot aircraft with a very narrow fuselage that limited passenger
numbers but it was available at give-away prices and, once converted, it could carry executives
9

quickly to a wide variety of destinations. However, only a few A-20s were converted since most
companies decided to focus on aircraft that offered a bit more room.”
Famed Hollywood movie pilot Paul Mantz reasoned the end of the war would see a new spate of
films on the conflict. He wanted to create his own air force so he purchased 475 tactical aircraft,
including our subject Havoc A-20J USAAF s/n 43-21709, for the sum of $55,425.68.
Mantz obtained an application for airworthiness certificate on 25 May 48 with the Havoc
registered NC67932. The plane was at the Paul Mantz Air Service facility at Burbank Airport
until November 1951 when it went to Potter
Aircraft Services, at the same airport.
With Potter, the Havoc received a 100-hr
inspection, had all control surfaces recovered,
control cable rerouted, bomb bay skinned over,
new air inlets and scoops, plus associated work.
Also, a passenger seat was installed directly
behind the pilot and windows were added to the
rear fuselage “in accordance with Howard
Hughes modifications.” Hughes had purchased
several A-20s and converted at least one to
View of a portion of the wing centre section illustrates the
executive configuration: 43-22197/N34920 now
in-depth restoration that will return the A-20 to original
WWII configuration.
owned by Kermit Weeks and in storage with
Aero Trader. The work order does not specify seats installed in the rear fuselage but it would
only seem sensible, since passenger windows were fitted.
The aircraft then went to Glenn L. McCarthy of
Houston, Texas, one of those larger-than-life
characters that seem to be a Texas specialty. His
dad worked in the oil fields, as did young
McCarthy - starting at age 8. He later convinced
his father and brother to help him drill for oil
and between 1931 and 1924, he struck oil some
38 times. With a huge amount of money rolling
in, McCarthy bought vast real estate holdings
and established more oil fields.
With the end of the war, he sponsored several
Unlimited air racers at the newly revived
Cleveland Air Races. He was also something of
Carl Scholl with one of the .50-cal barrels that will be
installed in the nose.
a social maverick; living a lavish lifestyle but
not forgetting his oil field roots. McCarthy, now known as ‘King of the Wildcatters,’ got a vision
for an ultra deluxe hotel and spent $21,000,000 to construct Houston’s Shamrock Hotel. When
the hotel opened in 1949, he bought Howard Hughes’ Boeing B-307 Stratoliner and had movie
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stars flown in from the west coast for the opening, which the press billed “Houston’s biggest
party.” Thus, it was only logical that McCarthy would buy the converted Havoc as a high-speed
executive transport.
By 1954, he sold the Havoc, which then went through
a long series of owners; it was in poor condition when
Junior Burchinal acquired it in 1968. What Junior
wanted to do with the airplane, sitting semi-abandoned
in Mississippi, is unclear but he soon sold it to
businessman William Farah in 1970. This was before
the Warbird movement had taken off but Farah
obviously had a soft spot for the A-20 and had the
plane restored to flying condition as N3WF.
“Considering the time period, this was actually a fairly
good restoration,” said Scholl. “Farah’s crew removed
the interior, got rid of the windows, and went through
the entire airframe and engines.” The plane received a
pre-war paint scheme and visited a few airshows
before being pushed into a hangar.

“We were able to obtain some of the Havoc
components recovered in the ‘70s by David Tallichet
from New Guinea,” says Scholl. Those components
have aided the restoration as can be seen in this
photo of a nose cap from which the .50-cal gun
ports have been removed to be installed on the
rebuilt A-20 nose.

The Havoc was donated to the National Air and space
Museum in 1989 but a series of law suits saw the plane pulled from the NASM and it was sold to
Lone Star Flight Museum in Galveston. While with Lone Star it was put on display but not
flown. During 2008, the A-20 was place for sale with Mark Clark’s Courtesy Aircraft and
eventually sold to Steve Searle in
Australia. Searle had purchased
several aircraft with the intent of
opening a flying museum back home.
Searle contracted with Aero Trader to
inspect the Havoc. “The original
intention was to fly the aircraft from
Galveston to Chino,” stated Scholl.
“We went to inspect the aircraft and When the USA entered the war, it was important for propaganda
purposes to show that American pilots were attacking the Nazis. Well
found rust in the cylinders of the before the structure of the Mighty 8th was in place, the RAF loaned
Wright R-2600-23 radials. At that Boston IIIs to the USAAF for the first ‘All American’ raids on fortress
time, a decision was made to remove Europa during July 1942
the radials, rebuild them, reinstall the radials, and then fly the aircraft to Chino [Aero Traders’
home base in California]. However, in the end the Havoc was disassembled and trucked to
Chino.”
“During November 2009 we began work on the aircraft. The original intent was to give the plane
a thorough IRAN [Inspect and Repair As necessary], add a non-operational turret, new radios,
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recable, replumb, etc. At some point, the plane had been on its belly
and the structural repairs were not as nice as they would be today.”
One thing led to another and Searle decided to sell the aircraft with
Aero Trader acting as agent. In August 2010, Lewis Air Legends
purchased the Havoc.
“The
new
owner
mandated we restore this
very rare aircraft to as
original a condition as
possible. This meant
adding a gun nose, upper
fuselage turret, gutting
previous wiring, tubing,
and cables. We also had
to eliminate all civilian
modifications. When the Top fuselage panel and canopy
from Kermit Weeks’ Havoc. Kermit
passenger cabin was loaned several components from
built, the large turret his Howard Hughes A-20 to aid in
casting was removed the Rod Lewis restoration.
Work progressing on the Havoc’s distinctive gun
nose. “Unfortunately a great deal of engineering
and this difficult structure had to be researched and
data on this unit has been lost to time,” states Carl
built. This was challenging since we quickly found
Scholl. “We’ve used surviving blueprints and
that the Douglas blueprints were not as well done as
vintage engineering photographs to rebuild the
those from North American [Aviation].”
aircraft’s nose to gun configuration.”

Interior view showing one of the .50-cal
mounts.

Aero Trader overhauled both R-2600-23 radials, sourced
the Martin 250 turret from their vast inventory, and built
weapons for the six gun nose, turret and single .50 calibre
for the belly position. All bomb bay equipment had to be
sourced and added. It is interesting to note that some of the
parts for this project came from Havoc components
recovered from New Guinea by David Tallichet back in
the ‘70s. Kermit Weeks has let Aero Trader use
components from his A-20 to recreate missing parts. “I
have always believed in the spirit of cooperation on
restoration projects,” said Kermit, “so I was happy to loan
what was needed.”

Over the past three years, huge progress has been made on returning the Havoc to the sky. Some
7,478 A-20s were originally built and the hard-hitting attack bomber saw action on every WWII
combat front. When it flies, the Lewis Air Legends Havoc will be the world’s only flyable
example.
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A-20 BOSTON/HAVOCS IN RAF SERVICE
David Poissant

Name/Mark

Quantity

Boston Mk I

130

Boston Mk II

80

Included in
Boston Mk I &
Mk II above

181

Havoc Mk II

100

Boston Mk III

31

200
Boston Mk III &
Mk IIIA
55
Boston Mk IV
Boston Mk V

169
90

Description/Notes
DB-7, 1940, aircraft in service for training only.
Assigned RAF serials: AE457 thru 472; AX848 thru 851
AX910 thru 918; AX920 thru 975; BB890 thru 912
BD110 thru 127; DK274 thru 277.
DB-7, 1940; as Boston Mk I but with engine upgrade.
Assigned RAF serials: AW392 thru 414; BJ458 thru 501
BK882 thru 883; BL227 thru 228; BT460 thru 465
BV203; DG554; DG555.
Boston Mk I/Mk II, 1940 conversions as night fighters.
Havoc Mk I (Intruder): 20
Havoc Mk I (Pandora): 20
Havoc Mk I (Night fighter): 110
Havoc Mk I (Turbinlite) : 31
DB-7A, 1941, conversions as night fighters.
Assigned RAF serials: AH431 thru 529, AH740
Havoc Mk II Night fighter - solid nose with 12 .303 MGs
DB-7B, 1941 conversions of new built Mk III aircraft
Boston Mk III (Intruder): 13
Boston Mk III (Turbinlite): 5
Havoc Night fighter Mk II: 13
A-20C, 1941. Boeing built aircraft as Boston Mk IIIA due
to RAF specified modifications
Assigned RAF serials: BZ196 thru 353; BZ355 thru 378
BZ381 thru 399.
Additional A-20C field conversions with RAF serials:
HK896; 870; 872 thru 879; 912; 918; 923; 924; 934; 960;
HK962; 964; 967; 969; 970; HK973.
Others retained USAAF serial numbers.
A-20J, 1944. Assigned RAF serials BZ400 thru 568.
A-20K, 1944. Assigned RAF serials BZ580 thru 669.

Havoc I ‘Intruder’: Painted all black, flame dampening exhausts, four forward-firing .303
Browning machine guns in lower part of glazed nose, single .303 Vickers MG in rear cockpit.
2,400 lb bomb load. Crew of three. Operated at night, were difficult to intercept, carried a hefty
punch. Caused considerable damage to German targets.
Havoc I ‘Pandora’: ‘Intruder’ modified to carry the Long Aerial Mine (LAM)...an explosive
charge towed on a 2,000-foot cable stowed in bomb bay. The LAM was trailed in the path of
enemy aircraft in the hopes of getting a hit; it was not successful; just a single victory. ‘Pandoras’
were converted back to ‘Intruders’ in November ’41.
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Havoc I ‘Night Fighter’: Solid nose, eight forward-firing .303 machine guns, AI Mk IV radar
set. No rear machine guns or bombs. Some Night Fighters were equipped with a Boulton Paul
nose carrying twelve machine guns. Crew of two: Pilot in front and radar operator in rear
cockpit.
Havoc I ‘Turbinlite’: Unarmed and carried a 2.7 million candlepower searchlight in the nose in
addition to AI radar. Radar was used to locate enemy night intruders and the light would
illuminate the target so accompanying fighters could attack it. Unfortunately, the glaring light
was a great target for enemy defensive gunners. Made obsolete in 1942 by the development of
centrimetric radar; Turbinlite Havocs were withdrawn in January ’43.
Boston III ‘Intruder’: Retained transparent noses but were painted matte black, with flame
dampening exhausts, belly gun pack with four 20-mm Hispano cannon to supplement standard
Boston III armament. Operated by 418 RCAF and 605 Squadrons from mid-1942.
Royal Air Force A-20 Bostons and Havocs were flown by twenty-six RAF Squadrons and one
RCAF: 13, 14, 18, 23, 55, 85, 88, 92, 93, 107, 114, 197, 226, 342, 418, 605, 1422 Flight, and
1451 to 1460 Flights (later renumbered 530 to 539 Squadrons). By 1944 only 88 and 342
Squadrons of 2nd Tactical Air Force were flying A-20s and did so until April of 1945 when they
were disbanded.
Source: Joe Baugher (www.joebaugher.com) ‘Boston/Havoc With Royal Air Force’

Boston Mk II Turbinlite AH457, on the ground at Burtonwood Repair Depot, Lancashire.
This aircraft served with No. 1422 (Night Fighter) Flight, 1457 (Fighter) Flight, and finally
photo: Imperial War Museum ATP 10655B
with No. 436 Squadron RAF
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COLLISION!
Fred Guest (P • 180)

The visibility in the Brussels area was often very poor in November and December of ’44,
necessitating the cancellation of many trips, particularly disappointing during the Battle of the
Bulge [16 Dec 44 – 25 Jan 45]. The need for air support for the US 1st Army was so critical that
most trips would not be cancelled until the last
minute, with the hope that the fog would lift
and we could take off. Usually the trip would
be called off when ‘time to be in the aircraft’
was reached; but one day we were all in the
aircraft with engines running and the fog so
thick you could not see the aircraft next to
you, let alone taxi. The trip was finally called
off well after ‘time to taxi’ had passed.
Returning from a raid on the Railway Junction
at Oldenzall on 11 November, the vertical
visibility was good, the blue sky visible with
just a little haze. The horizontal visibility at
ground level was good, but from 100 feet to
Melsbroek Aerodrome Dec ’44
Imperial War Museum
2,000 it was very poor. Horizontal visibility at
circuit height (1,000 feet) was so bad that squadrons were directed that on return to the airfield
from an op (6 formations of 6 aircraft all arrived within minutes) only one formation (6 aircraft)
would be allowed down to circuit height at a time; the remaining formations would orbit at 2,000
feet or above...control would call the formations down in the order in which they checked in.
This took much longer to get everyone down; no one was happy with it, but it was much safer.
Our formation had been cleared to the circuit and our leader brought us in over the runway at
1,000 feet; once we were past the airfield he made a left turn to position himself on the
downwind leg. I was flying #4 position, directly behind and below the leader, and was leader of
the second ‘vic’ of 3. When the leader made his left turn, I was to fly straight ahead for 5 or 10
seconds then make a left turn and take up my position behind #3 aircraft after he had changed
from ‘vic’ formation to echelon starboard. The normal place to make this position change was
after the vic had completed the turn and was on the downwind leg. On this day, #6, on my left,
left his position as soon as the first three aircraft started to turn and he dropped down and slid
underneath me
We completed the turn and I took up my position on the right of #3 in Echelon Starboard.
Number 5 was on my right wing but #6 was not visible; we noticed a large patch of black oily
smoke from an area just off the airfield we had not noticed before.
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When I left the leader, another
formation of six Mitchells from 98
Squadron, who should not have been
below 2,000 feet, passed directly
below from about our 1 or 2 o’clock
position and our #6, who was making
his position change early had a headon crash with an aircraft of the other
formation which was not more than 20
or 25 feet below us. The force of the
crash sheared the wing off our #6 and
he went straight into the ground; all
were killed. The other aircraft
[Mitchell VO-C FW201] was able to
land; the crew was ok. Their plane had
Six plane box formation
Russ Legross collection
a gash about 3 feet wide and 3 feet
deep, probably to the main spar in the right wing; the outside cylinders of the engine were
mangled together, the right tail fin and rudder was sheared off just above the elevator and the
whole aft part of the fuselage was twisted, the left fin and rudder at a 15 – 20 degree angle. The
force of the collision had knocked the wheels down and the pilot was able to land ‘fairly’
normally.
F/O Lloyd Groombridge RCAF of 98 Squadron was in the other formation and gives his
observations: “Red Box [of 98 Sqn] was letting down through cloud and I was sitting in the copilot’s seat of Red #4, piloted by F/O Johnny Yarwood. Suddenly, as we broke cloud at 1,100
feet, to our utter horror, we found ourselves on a collision course with a vic of 3 aircraft from
180 Squadron just preparing to land.
Instantly Red Leader shot skyward and Red 4 earthward and were probably the only two pilots
looking straight ahead and saw what was happening a fraction of a second before the others. The
leader of the oncoming vic went straight through between them. I ducked and swear the leader
was only 30 feet above. At the same time we were suddenly flying through a cloud of
debris...dinner plate and car bonnet size. I looked back and saw a sickening column of black
smoke from the ground. Our gunner, Joe Grudzien, saw it all and said that Red #2 had collided
head-on with 180’s #3 and that Red 2’s starboard wing had chopped off the other man’s wing
like a meat cleaver; no one got out; Red 2 was able to land safely.”
Our #6 aircraft (Mitchell FW228) was piloted by F/O Doug Martinson RCAF; F/O Deuel Lloyd
RCAF Navigator; F/S Eric Larsen RAFVR Wireless Operator/Air Gunner and F/O George
Myers RAFVR was Air Gunner. All are buried in the Brussels Town Cemetery. F/O Lloyd had
flown with me on 01 November on an airtest when Mac was not available.
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WAIT FOR ME DADDY
Marc Montgomery • Radio Canada International

It was one of the most iconic photos of the Second
World War. It is soon to be immortalized in a
permanent sculpture to be located in the original spot
where the photo was taken.
Originally the photographer, Claude Detloff of the
Vancouver Province News, was just trying to get a
photo to show the number of British Columbia soldiers
marching off to war, when the ‘moment’ happened.
It was October 1st 1940, in the city of New
Westminster, British Columbia. Pvt Jack Bernard was
marching with his regiment, The Duke of Connaught’s
Own Rifles, when his 5-year-old son breaks away
from his mother to join his father.
The photo was dubbed ‘Wait For Me Daddy!’
It was featured in the paper the next day, but was
quickly picked up by other newspapers and magazines
throughout North America, including extremely
photo: Claude Detloff/City of New Westminster
popular American publications such as Life Magazine,
Newsweek, the Reader’s Digest, and even the Encyclopaedia Britannica yearbook, as well as
most newspapers across the continent.
The little boy was Warren ‘Whitey’ Bernard. He and his mother got by on a meagre income
while his father’s regiment was stationed first in Nanaimo, BC for more training, and then while
the regiment was sent to fight in Europe.
Whitey, who was then well-known, spent the summers
in 1943 and ’44 touring with a small entertainment
group travelling the province encouraging people to
buy war bonds to support the soldiers fighting
overseas. At the end of the performance, the still quite
young boy would give a speech.
Warren ‘Whitey’ Bernard still has a copy of that
speech which begins “Ladies and Gentlemen, I would
like to show you a picture of my Daddy who left for
overseas more than three years ago. You’ll see me in
the picture too. I was just about five then.”
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Whitey stands centre stage in the show to sell
war bonds during 1943 & 44 Photo: Warren Bernard

Now that special moment in history, captured in black and
white, is to be recreated in a monument to be placed at the
exact location of 8th Street and Columbia Street, where the
photo was taken.
The monument will apparently feature the three figures of
mother, son and father. The work is being carried out by a
Warren ‘Whitey’ Bernard in Tofino,
where he is retired and looking forward
to seeing the finished monument.

husband and wife artistic team
in Barcelona, Spain.

The City of New Westminster
plans an unveiling in 2014,
followed by a re-enactment of the soldiers’ march in 2015 to
mark the 70th anniversary of the end of the Second World War,
according to Councillor Laurie Williams. “We want to get the
whole area declared an historic site, because there are not many
military historic sites on the West Coast.”
photo: CBC

The story has a mixed ending; happily, Whitey’s father, Jack
survived the war and came home, however, the marriage did not
survive and the couple divorce soon after. Jack did live long
enough to see his son become the mayor of the City of Tofino.
Warren ‘Whitey’ Bernard says he’s now looking forward to
seeing the monument and that emotional moment immortalized
forever.

Father and son reunion in 1945.

Photo: Claude Detloff/City of New Westminster

th

Left: 8 St at Columbia St in New
Westminster today.
Above: Hyack Square at that
intersection; where the sculpture will
be installed.

Images from Google Street View
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IF YOUR GUNS JAM, RAM IT!
bbm.org.uk • The Airmen’s Stories • Thanks to Phil Poissant for the ‘heads up’

Sergeant Ray Holmes was a highly experienced pilot by the time of the Battle of Britain. He had
joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve (RAFVR) soon after its formation in 1936. Indeed
he was only the 55th man to join.
Flying with 504 Squadron, it was from Hendon
that Ray took off to intercept the mid-day raid on
London, 15 Sep 1940. Ray’s nickname ‘Arty’
came about due to his initials: R.T.
Ray Holmes’ ramming of a Dornier bomber over
London has over the years become one of the most
celebrated events of the Battle of Britain. Largely
this is because of the heroic act itself, but the fact
that the German bomber crashed in such a public
place and there was no loss of (English) life
helped. And the fact that the incident was filmed
also helped.
In Arty Holmes’ words, “There was no
time to weight up the situation. His
aeroplane looked so flimsy, I didn’t think
of it as solid and substantial. I just went on
and hit it for six. I thought my aircraft
would cut right through it, not allowing for
the fact his plane was as strong as mine.”

Ray ‘Arty’ Holmes in the cockpit of Hurricane P2725
TM-B at RAF Hendon, North London.

Movie still of the Dornier, minus tail and wing tips, a second or

With a closing speed well in excess of so before it impacted Victoria Station.
400mph, the result was instantaneous and
catastrophic. The Dornier’s entire twin rudder tail section parted company with the remainder of
the fuselage which them did a violent front somersault. Indeed so violent that both wings
snapped off outboard of the engines due to the excessive g-force. Ray had aimed his aircraft with
amazing precision, his wing slicing through the Dornier at its most vulnerable point – the
fuselage. Arty thought initially he’d got away with his suicide mission but his relief turned to
horror as he realised that he no longer had control of the Hurricane which entered into a vertical
dive. Ray abandoned faithful old Hurricane ‘YM-B’ and took to his parachute.
At over 400mph, TM-B impacted more or less in the middle of the busy crossroads where
Buckingham Palace Road meets with Pimlico Road Ebury Bridge. With close on a ton of metal
in her nose (the Merlin engine) the kinetic energy of the Hurricane was tremendous, punching a
large hole in the road, into which the majority of the aeroplane disappeared. The Dornier itself
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did a spiralling descent, crashing on the forefront of Victoria Station. After making a successful
landing beneath his parachute, Arty was led along Ebury Bridge Road to where the Hurricane
had impacted. In the centre of the crossroads was
a deep water-filled crater surrounded by
wreckage. That was all that was left of TM-B.
After collecting as a souvenir a small piece of the
Rolls-Royce Merlin’s rocker cover with the
letters ‘s-R’ of Rolls-Royce, Arty was led to the
Orange Brewery a hundred yards down Pimlico
Road for a swift brandy before being despatched
to Chelsea Barracks. Following a visit to an Army
doctor and then the mess for a few more drinks
Fire Brigade photo taken an hour after the crash.
and a bit of warranted line-shooting, a taxi
transported the now celebrated pilot back to RAF Hendon and 504 Squadron.
Arty continued to fly throughout WWII, later becoming an instructor teaching Russians how to
fly the Hurricane and then performing high altitude photo-reconnaissance from 30,000 feet over
Germany in a specially prepared Spitfire.
Ray ended the war flying as the King’s Messenger for Prime Minister Winston Churchill. On
demob, he went back to a highly successful career in journalism. In 1989 Ray had his
autobiography published entitled ‘Sky Spy’ committing to print his fascinating exploits in
aviation for all time.
In 2004 the remains of the Hurricane were excavated and Ray Holmes was once again united
with the Hurricane’s control column or ‘joy stick’ which he last held 64 years previously.
Appropriately the brass ‘FIRE’ and ‘SAFE’ ring that surrounds the gun button was still set to
‘FIRE.’ It was very lucky indeed to find this particularly valued component, as only a small
amount of cockpit material was recovered.
The remains of the Merlin engine were displayed at the ‘West End At War’ exhibition in
Leicester Square London.
Left: What
remains of the
Merlin on
display in
London.
Right: Arty is
reunited with
his control
column after
64 years.
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ROUGH WOOL VEST
F/L Adrian Davis • Pilot • 263 Squadron RAF

A crudely knitted woolen vest, made during the last
winter of the Second World War, came to the
Imperial War Museum with the following
information:
“In November 1944, as F/Lt Adrian Davies
RAFVR, I was flying a Typhoon with 263 Squadron
2nd Tactical Air Force based at Antwerp. One
afternoon in early November (the 4th or the 7th I
think) we went out to cut a few railway lines and
create a little havoc in north east Holland. [It was
the 7th Adrian was flying Typhoon IB serial PD506...from 263 Squadron Operations Records
Books.]
After we had dropped our 500 lb bombs between the rails (that at least was the idea!) we
decided to empty a few cannon shells into a train that was standing further along among some
woods. Looking back now I realise that it must have been a flak trap because during my dive I
was hit in the engine by a Bofors shell which left me pretty low down with a splendid tail of
glycol and just enough speed to pull up and make a down-wind landing in a nearby polder. The
thing which really annoyed me was the thoroughly ungentlemanly conduct of the German flak
gunners in using plain rounds and not tracer; at least with tracer you knew that you were being
shot at. It is curious how the mind works on such occasions.
I managed to set my Typhoon on fire (repressing a natural pleasure at the legal destruction of
several thousand pounds of Government property) and set off into the middle distance. More
by luck than good management I evaded the German cordon and made contact with the
underground at dusk. This happened up at Kampen near Zwolle and after the usual alarms and
excursions I ended up at a farm near Barneveld in Gelderland where I shared the top of a
haystack with a Mosquito observer who was also enjoying a country holiday with wide views
and plenty of fresh air. Most evenings when the coast was clear we were able to climb down
and spend an hour or so in the farmhouse eating gruel by the light of an acetylene lamp and
trying to talk Dutch. The farmer's wife had made the waistcoat out of raw sheep's wool picked
off the hedges. She had tried to spin it in an amateur way and then knitted it into a waistcoat. I
was very grateful for it because the only thing I had over my uniform was a pair of thin cotton
German army overalls. I had to leave that farm after a while so I set out on my travels and after
the usual panics and cloak-and-dagger I managed to get through the Bies Bos [tidal wetlands
park in Netherlands] and reached the Canadians at Moerdijk in early February 1945.”
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Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
Lancaster to Visit England in August 2014

Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum Lancaster To Visit England in August 2014
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada: The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum (CWHM) is
pleased to announce that they will be flying their prized Avro Lancaster to England this
August for a month long visit. The Lancaster will join the only other airworthy Lancaster
in the world, owned and operated by the Royal Air Force's renowned Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight (BBMF), and participate in several events and activities while overseas.

The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum Lancaster will depart from Hamilton, Ontario
on August 4th and plan to arrive in England on August 8th. The North Atlantic crossing
will include en-route stops at Goose Bay, Labrador, Canada; Narsarsuaq, Greenland; and
Keflavik, Iceland, prior to arriving at the BBMF, RAF Coningsby. Shortly after arriving,
the Lancaster will undergo a scheduled maintenance inspection and then the CWHM
crews will complete a short training program with the BBMF in preparation to participate
in several air displays and fly pasts with the BBMF Lancaster and fighters starting on
August 14th. The CWHM Lancaster will also conduct a limited number of UK Bomber
Membership flights from Humberside Airport, flying over historic Lincolnshire for those
fortunate few who have obtained CWHM UK Bomber Memberships [now completely
sold out].
Visit www.warplane.com

